Random feature mapping (RFM) is a popular method for speeding up kernel methods at the cost of losing a little accuracy. We study kernel ridge regression with random feature mapping (RFM-KRR) and establish novel out-of-sample error upper and lower bounds. While out-of-sample bounds for RFM-KRR have been established by prior work, this paper's theories are highly interesting for two reasons. On the one hand, our theories are based on weak and valid assumptions. In contrast, the existing theories are based on various uncheckable assumptions, which makes it unclear whether their bounds are the nature of RFM-KRR or simply the consequence of strong assumptions. On the other hand, our analysis is completely based on elementary linear algebra and thereby easy to read and verify. Finally, our experiments lend empirical supports to the theories.
Introduction
Supervised machine learning uses past experience (training data), such as a set of featurelabel pairs (x 1 , y i ), · · · , (x n , y n ) ∈ R d × R, to make prediction. The objective is to learn a function f : R d → R from the training data and use f to predict the target of a neverseen-before datum. The (generalized) linear models, where f (x) = g(x T w), are simple and very popular. Here g is a link function, and the vector w is learned using the n featurelabel pairs. Typical examples are the linear regression and logistic regression, where the g function is respectively the identity function and logistic function. Unfortunately, the generalized linear models lack expressive power, especially when n d. In real-world problems, the target can be a complicated function of the feature vector x, in which case simple generalized linear models do not apply.
A simple and effective approach to higher expressive power is random feature mapping (RFM). RFM was firstly proposed by Rahimi and Recht (2007) for speeding-up kernel machines, and it won the NIPS Test-of-time award in 2017. RFM automatically maps input vectors into high-dimensional feature vectors, which can be then fed to any machine learning models such as the ridge regression, support vector machine, and k-means clustering, etc. The high-dimensional random features generally improve the training and testing errors of the generalized linear models. On the speech recognition dataset, TIMIT, RFM is reported to match deep neural networks Huang et al. (2014) , May et al. (2017) . RFM was originally proposed to approximate large-scale kernel matrices in order to speed up kernel machines (Rahimi and Recht, 2007) . RFM can also be thought of as a twolayer neural network with a wide and randomly initialized hidden layer and a fine-tuned output layer. From the machine learning perspective, the most important question is the generalization to never-seen-before test samples. If the kernel matrix is approximated using RFM, will the out-of-sample prediction be much different?
The generalization of kernel ridge regression with random feature mapping (RFM-KRR) has been studied by prior work such as Avron et al. (2017) , Cortes et al. (2010) , Rudi and Rosasco (2017) , Yang et al. (2012) (which we will discuss later.) The strongest generalization bound was established by Rudi and Rosasco (2017) which makes assumptions on the data, kernel function, and the RFM. It is unclear whether the strong generalization property is the nature of RFM-KRR or a consequence of the assumptions.
To show the nature of RFM-KRR's generalization, we avoid making any assumption on the data and kernel function; our sole assumption is that the random feature map is unbiased and bounded. Such a property is enjoyed by the popular random Fourier features (Rahimi and Recht, 2007) and random sign features (Tropp et al., 2015) . We show in Theorem 1 that the out-of-sample prediction made by RFM-KRR is close to that by KRR. We further establish a lower bound in Theorem 2 that almost matches the upper bound in Theorem 1, indicating that our upper bound is near optimal.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 1.1 briefly introduces RFM for kernel approximation. Section 1.2 compares with related work. Section 1.3 presents our main theoretical findings. Section 2 defines the notation used throughout and briefly introduces random feature mapping (RFM) and kernel ridge regression (KRR); the most frequently used notation is listed in Table 1 . Section 3 formally present our main theorems. Section 4 proves the upper bound using the properties of RFM and random matrix theories. Section 5 proves the lower bound.
RFM and kernel methods
In the original paper (Rahimi and Recht, 2007) , RFM was designed for approximating the shift-invariant kernels, such as the radial basis function (RBF) kernel, to speed up the training and prediction of kernel machines (Schölkopf and Smola, 2002) . The basic idea of RFM is representing a kernel function as an integral and approximate the integral by finite (say s) Monte Carlo samples. Many kernel functions can be expressed as
for some functions ψ(·; ·) and p(·); With v 1 , · · · , v s sampled according to the PDF p(·), RFM approximates the kernel function by
For s n, RFM can significantly speed up the training and prediction of kernel machines. Take the kernel ridge regression (KRR) for example. Taking (x 1 , y i ), · · · , (x n , y n ) ∈ R d × R as training samples, KRR costs O(n 2 d) time to form the kernel matrix K, O(n 3 ) time to solve an n × n linear system for training, and O(nd) time for making prediction for a single test sample. Using s random features to approximate K, KRR with RFM (abbr. RFM-KRR) requires merely O(ns 2 ) time for training and O(sd) time for prediction.
Related work
There have been many prior works on the theoretical properties of RFM. One line of works studied linear algebraic objectives, in particular, some matrix norm errors K −K where K is the true kernel matrix andK is the low-rank approximation by RFM. Rahimi and Recht (2007) , Le et al. (2013) showed infinity-norm bounds; Lopez-Paz et al. (2014) , Tropp et al. (2015) established spectral norm bounds; Sriperumbudur and Szabó (2015) studied more general norms.
The goal of RFM is to make training and prediction more efficient without much hurting the prediction performance. Therefore, compared with the matrix norm bounds, the impact on the out-of-sample prediction performance is more relevant to machine learning. The pioneering work by Cortes et al. (2010) reduces the prediction error of RFM-KRR to the spectral norm error; however, their bound is much weaker than the other mentioned work. Avron et al. (2017) established a statistical risk bound for RFM-KRR which is conditioned on the assumption that RFM forms a spectral approximation to the kernel matrix; unfortunately, it is unclear whether such a spectral approximation exists. Yang et al. (2012) showed aÕ(n − 1 2 + s − 1 2 ) generalization bound based on strong assumptions. With assumptions on the data, kernel function, and random features, (Rudi and Rosasco, 2017) established that with s = Θ( √ n log n) random features and λ = 1 √ n ,
where E is the mean squared prediction error, H is the RKHS, f H = argmin f E(f ), and b = sup x,v |ψ(x; v)|. This is the strongest bound for RFM-KRR. Bach (2017) , Rahimi and Recht (2009) showed a generalization bound for RFM; however, their work does not apply to KRR (because the quadratic loss function is not Lipschitz and violates their assumptions) and is thus less relevant to our work.
Aside from KRR, RFM has been applied to speed-up kernel principal component analysis (KPCA) Schölkopf et al. (1998) . Statistical consistency of RFM-KPCA has been shown by Shawe-Taylor et al. (2005) , Blanchard et al. (2007) , Sriperumbudur and Sterge (2017) . Convergence rates of RFM-KPCA have been established by Lopez-Paz et al. (2014) , Ghashami et al. (2016 ), Ullah et al. (2018 .
An alternative approach to kernel approximation is the Nyström method (Nyström, 1930, Williams and Seeger, 2001) which forms low-rank approximation to the kernel matrix. Drineas and Mahoney (2005) , Gittens and Mahoney (2016) , Kumar et al. (2012) , Wang and Zhang (2013) , Musco and Musco (2017) , Tropp et al. (2017) , Wang et al. (2017) established matrix norm bounds for the Nyström method. Bach (2013) , Alaoui and Mahoney (2015) , Rudi et al. (2015) provided statistical analysis for KRR with Nyström approximation.
Our main results and contributions
Uppder bound. In this paper, we analyze the out-of-sample prediction by making only one mild assumption that ψ(·; ·) is unbiased and bounded within ± √ b. We do not make assumption on the data and kernel function. We show in Theorem 1 that for λ =Θ( √ n), it holds with high probability that
where the expectation is taken w.r.t. the random testing sample x (from the same distribution as the training samples) and the random features V s , and the failure probability is from the random training samples. The bound indicates that the predictions made by RFM-KRR converges to KRR as s grows. The righthand-side of (2) depends on the data and kernel function but is independent of RFM.
Lower bound. We further establish a lower bound: for a carefully constructed data distribution and the random sign feature (Tropp et al., 2015) , it holds with high probability that
where the expectation is taken w.r.t. the random testing sample, x , and the random features, V s {v 1 , · · · , v s }. Note that the lower bound does not mean that RFM (in general) must be worse than the righthand-side of (3). Instead, the lower bound indicates that without making additional assumptions on the data and feature map (for ruling out the adversarial example), the upper bound (2) cannot be improved.
Contributions. Despite the existing results for RFM-KRR, this work offers unique contributions. First and foremost, we establish an out-of-sample bound for RFM-KRR without making any uncheckable assumption. Admittedly, without making those assumption, our bound cannot be as strong as Rudi and Rosasco (2017) . Second, our lower bound, which is based on a carefully constructed data example, shows that our upper bound is optimal, unless additional assumptions are made. Third, our proof does not go beyond the scope of elementary matrix algebra (Horn and Johnson) and random matrix theories (Tropp et al., 2015) , and this work is therefore easy to follow and extend.
Notation and Preliminaries
Let I n denote the n × n identity matrix. Let A be any matrix, a i: be the i-th row, a :j be the j-th column, and a ij be the (i, j)-th entry. Let A 2 be the spectral norm of A which is equal to the largest singular value of A.
Random feature mapping (RFM)
Let X n = {x 1 , · · · , x n } contain the n training samples and V s = {v 1 , · · · , v s } be a set of mutually independent random vectors used for feature mapping. Let ψ(x; v) be a random feature map (designed for the kernel function κ) and
be the resulting feature vector of x. A basic property of any valid random feature mapping ψ is unbiasness, i.e.,
for any two vectors x and x . A direct consequence is
Let ψ i: ∈ R s be the abbreviation of ψ(x i ; V s ) and Ψ ∈ R n×s be the stack of ψ 1: , · · · , ψ n: . Let K = [κ(x i , x j )] ij be the kernel matrix of the n training samples. Then another direct consequence of the unbiasness is E Vs ΨΨ T = K.
Kernel Ridge Regression (KRR)
Let y 1 , · · · , y n ∈ R be the training targets associated with x 1 , · · · , x n . Let φ(x) be the representation of x in a high-dimensional feature space. (It holds that κ(x,
Let Φ be the feature matrix whose i-th row is φ(x i ). In the training phase, the kernel ridge regression (KRR) solves the problem
where λ > 0 is the regularization parameter and typically determined by cross-validation. For a test sample x , KRR makes prediction by
The i-th entry of k ∈ R n is
RFM-KRR uses random features ψ(x i ; V s ) intead of φ(x i ), and its training phase solves
Let x be a test sample. With V s = {v 1 , · · · , v s } at hand, RFM-KRR forms the feature vector ψ(x ; V s ) ∈ R s and then makes prediction bỹ
KRR has been studied by early work such as Schölkopf and Smola (2002) . Learning theories of KRR has been established by the prior works (Zhang, 2005 , Caponnetto and De Vito, 2007 , Steinwart et al., 2009 , Zhang et al., 2015 
Main results
This paper studies the generalization of RFM-KRR and compare it with KRR. For a test sample x , let f λ (x ; X n ) andf λ (x ; X n , V s ) be the prediction made by KRR and RFM-KRR, respectively. Theorems 1 and 2 study the mean squared difference between the two predictions and establish a near-optimal bound.
Upper bound
The key point of this work is almost assumption-free. We make only a reasonable and checkable assumption which is satisfied by many popular types of RFMs. For example, random Fourier feature for translation invariant kernel satisfies the assumption with b = 2 (Rahimi and Recht, 2007) ; random sign feature for the angular similarity kernel satisfies the assumption with b = 1 (Tropp et al., 2015) .
Assumption 1 The random feature mapping is an unbiased estimate of the kernel function:
Under Assumption 1, we have the following main theorem showing that the prediction made by RFM-KRR converges to KRR at a rate of 1 s . (Here, s is the number of random features.)
Theorem 1 Let Assumption 1 hold. Let δ ∈ (0, 1) be any user-specified constants. The regularization parameter, λ, is sufficiently large:
If the training and testing samples are from the same (unknown) distribution, then it holds with probability at least 1 − δ that
The failure probability arises from the randomness in the training data.
Remark 1 The righthand side of the bound, K 1 2 (K + nλI n ) −1 y 2 2 , is independent of the RFM; it depends only on the training data and kernel. It satisfies
The equality can be reached if there is such an index t ∈ [n] that σ t = nλ and u T :t y = y 2 ; here, σ t and u :t are the t-th singular value and singular vector of K.
Remark 2 Theorem 1 matches the lower bound in Theorem 2 and is thus optimal. Without making additional assumptions, Theorem 1 cannot be improved. Our bound (Theorem 1) is weaker than Rudi and Rosasco (2017) which is however based on many assumptions.
Lower bounds
We use the angular similarity kernel κ(x, x ) = 1 2π arcsin x T x x 2 x 2 to establish a lower bound that matches the upper bound. Tropp et al. (2015) showed that the random sign feature ψ(x; v) = sgn(x T v), with v drawn uniformly from the unit sphere, enjoys our Assumption 1 with b = 1. The lower bound indicates Theorem 1 is near optimal.
Theorem 2 Let X n = {x 1 , · · · , x n } be a set of training samples uniformly from the unit sphere. Assume sλ = Ω(1). 1 If the test sample x is drawn uniformly from X n , then it holds with high probability that
where the failure probability arises from the random training samples.
Remark 3 The theorem does not imply that the gap between RFM-KRR and KRR is always bigger than the righthand-side of (9). In practice, the error is oftentimes smaller than the righthand-side because real-world data are different from the carefully designed data in the theorem. The only purpose of the theorem is to show without making additional assumptions, Theorem 1 cannot be improved.
Analysis of Upper Bound
In this section we prove that the prediction made by RFM-KRR,f λ (x ; X n , V s ), converges to the prediction by KRR, f λ (x , X n ). The theories developed in this section may have independent interest. Section 4.1 discusses the three sources of randomness in the analysis. Section 4.2 analyzes the randomness in the training samples and establishes Lemma 3. Section 4.3 analyzes the randomness in the feature map and establishes Lemmas 4 and 5. Finally, Section 4.4 uses the lemmas to prove our main theorem.
1. If λ = Ω(1/ √ n) and s = Ω( √ n), then sλ = Ω(1).
Three sources of randomness
Let X n = {x 1 , · · · , x n } be the set of training samples and x be a test sample. Let f λ (x ; X n ) andf λ (x ; X n , V s ) be the predictions made by KRR and RFM-KRR, respectively. We study the worst-case bound on the gap between the two predictions:
a vanishing value of which means RFM-KRR makes almost the same prediction as KRR on the unseen test samples. There are three sources of randomness:
• First, the elements in V s = {v 1 , · · · , v s } are randomly drawn from a designed distribution, andf λ depends on V s .
• Second, the training samples are randomly drawn from an unknown distribution, and f λ andf λ both depend on X n .
• Third, the test sample, x , is randomly drawn from the same distribution as the training samples, and f λ andf λ both depend on x .
The expectation in (10) integrates out the randomness in x and V s . In the following, we analyze the randomness from RFM and the training samples.
Analyzing random training samples
Recall that ψ(x; v) is a feature map. Let ψ(x; V s ) ∈ R s be the random feature vector defined in (4). Define the second moment in the feature space as
where ρ is the PDF of the distribution of x. Let ψ i: ∈ R s be the abbrevation of ψ(x i ; V s ) and Ψ ∈ R n×s be the stack of ψ 1: , · · · , ψ n: . We show in Lemma 3 that the empirical second moment in the feature space, 1 n Ψ T Ψ, converges to Ξ as the number of samples, n, grows. We merely analyze the randomness in the training set X n = {x 1 , · · · , x n }; we suppose the feature mapping is given.
Lemma 3 Let Assumption 1 hold and b be defined therein. The training samples x 1 , · · · , x n ∈ R d are i.i.d. from some distribution. Let > 0 and δ ∈ (0, 1) be arbitrary. For n ≥ 8b 2 3 2 log s δ , it holds with probability at 1 − δ that
Here, the uncertainty is from the randomness in the n training samples.
Proof Let ψ i: ∈ R s be the i-th row of the random matrix Ψ ∈ R n×s . It follows from Assumption 1 that
Let ρ be the PDF of the unknown distribution of x. Thus E
We define the zero-mean random matrix
Here we study the the randomness from x i ∼ ρ(·); we suppose v 1 , · · · , v s are observed and do not consider their randomness. Since − 1 n Ξ Z i 1 n ψ i: ψ T i: , The spectral norm of nZ i is bounded by
where the last inequality follows from (11). Thus
We then bound the variance of n i=1 Z 2 i . It follows from (11) that ψ T i: ψ i: ≤ b, and thus
Finally, applying the matrix Bernstein (Tropp et al., 2015) , we obtain that for any t ≥ 0,
It follows from the definition of Z i that
Hence, for n ≥ 8b 2 3 2 log s δ , it holds with probability at 1 − δ that
by which the lemma follows.
Analyzing random feature mapping
Lemma 4 establishes an upper bound for the symmetric positive semi-definite (SPSD) matrix E Vs ΨΨ T ΨΨ T . The randomness is from the random feature mapping.
Lemma 4 Let V s = {v 1 , · · · , v s } be the set of random vectors for feature mapping. Let Assumption 1 hold and b defined therein. Then
Since v p and v q are independent, the former term in (12) can be bounded by
Le ψ :p = 1 √ s [ψ(x 1 ; v p ), · · · , ψ(x n ; v p )] ∈ R n be the p-th column of Ψ ∈ R n×s . The latter term in (12) can be bounded by
It follows from (12), (13), and (14) that
and thus
Since 0 ≤ ψ 2 (·, ·) ≤ b (by Assumption 1) and ψ :p ψ T :p is SPSD, we have that
Here the identity follows from
Let us recall the following notation. Let x be a test sample. (Here we do not need its randomness.) The feature vector of x i is ψ
Lemma 5 Let V s = {v 1 , · · · , v s } be the set of random vectors for feature mapping. Let Assumption 1 hold and b be defined therein. Then
Proof The unbiasness property in Assumption 1 ensures that
and thus E Vs [k ] = k . It follows that
The (i, j)-th entry of the former term in (16) is
Recall that ψ :p = 1 s [ψ(x 1 , v p ), · · · , ψ(x n , v p )] ∈ R n is the p-th column of Ψ ∈ R n×s . It follows that
where the inequality follows from that 0 ≤ ψ 2 (·; ·) ≤ b (by Assumption 1), and the last identity follows from (15). It follows from (16) and (17) that
Completing the proof of Theorem 1
Now we complete the proof of Theorem 1 using the lemmas in this section. Recall that f and f s are the predictions made by KRR and RFM-KRR, as defined in (6) and (8), respectively. Recall the notation that ψ(x; V s ) = 1 √ s [ψ(x; v 1 ), · · · , ψ(x; v s )] ∈ R s and Ψ ∈ R n×s is the stack of ψ(x 1 ; V s ), · · · , ψ(x n ; V s ). Since the training samples, x 1 , · · · , x n , and the test sample, x , are randomly drawn according to the PDF ρ(·), Lemma 3 ensures that for n ≥ 8b 2 3λ 2 log s δ , it holds with probability at least 1 − δ that
where the failure probability is from the randomness in X n = {x 1 , · · · , x n }. The rest of the proof is conditioned on the event (18) and does not use the randomness in X n . It follows from the definition of f andf s in (6) and (8) that
where the last identity follows from that A −1 − B −1 = A −1 (B − A)B. We define the notation:
It follows that
We bound the three terms in the following. Analysis of ∆ 1 . Recall the definitionk = Ψ ψ(x ; V s ) ∈ R n . It follows that
If the event (18) happens, then
Let Ψ = UΣV T be the full singular value decomposition (SVD), where U, Σ, and V are n × n, n × n, and s × n matrices. It follows that 
Completing the proof. Now, we prove the theorem using the bounds on ∆ 1 , ∆ 2 , and ∆ 3 . It follows from (19) and (20) that if the event (18) happens, then
It follows from (21), (22), and (23) that
Since the event (18) happens with probability at least 1 − δ, the theorem follows from the above inequality and the union bound.
Analysis of Lower Bound
In this section, we prove Theorem 2. We use the angular similarity kernel κ(x, x ) = It follows from the definition of f andf s in (6) and (8) that
where we define θ as
We have
Since x is uniformly drawn from X n , we have
It follows from (24) and (25) that
In the theorem we assume that X n = {x 1 , · · · , x n } is a set of training samples uniformly from the unit sphere. For an observed V s , the randomness of X n makes the feature matrix √ sΨ, whose (i, l)-th entry is ψ(x i ; v l ), a random sign matrix (aka Bernoulli random matrix). It is well known that the spectral norm of an n × s (with n > s) random sign matrix is concentrated around √ n + √ s with high probability, and thus (1)).
It follows from (26) that
The proof of Lemma 4 shows that
It can be easily show that E Vs (K − K) 2 = E Vs [K 2 ] − K 2 = E Vs [ΨΨ T ΨΨ T ] − K 2 . Additionally using ψ 2 (·; ·) = 1, we obtain
Finally, it follows from (29) and (30) that with high probability,
by which the theorem follows.
Experiments
We conduct experiments on real data to verify our theories. In Section 6.1, we describe the experiment settings. In Section 6.2, we show that the 1 s convergence rate in our theory matches empirical observations. In Section 6.3, we demonstrate that our upper bound does not much overestimate the true error. 
Settings
We conduct experiments on the real-world data sets described in Table 5 . The data are openly available at https://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/libsvmtools/datasets/. We scale the input features to [−1, 1] using the min-max scaling. We normalize the targets such that mean(y) = 0 and max(|y|) = 1. We use two types of kernels: the radial basis function (RBF) kernel κ(x, x ) = exp(− 1 2σ 2 x − x 2 2 ) and the Laplace kernel κ(x, x ) = exp(− 1 σ x − x 1 ). For the RBF kernel, we choose σ based on the average interpoint distance in the data sets as
where x 1 , · · · , x n denote the input data. For the Laplace kernel, we set
The random features are generated in the following way. For the RBF kernel, every entry of A (d × s) is i.i.d. drawn from the standard normal distribution N (0, 1). For the Laplace kernel, every entry of A is i.i.d. drawn from the standard Cauchy distribution. Then, every entry of b (s × 1) is independently and uniformly drawn from [0, 2π] . Finally, the feature vector ψ(x; V s ) ∈ R s defined (4) is computed by
where cos(·) is applied elementwisely.
Verifying the 1/s rate
Theorem 1 shows that the mean squared error (MSE) E (f λ −f λ ) 2 converges to zero at a rate of 1 s . Here, f λ andf λ are respectively the out-of-sample prediction made by KRR and RFM-KRR. We empirically verify the 1 s convergence rate by plotting the MSE against s. Because KRR has O(n 3 ) time complexity and O(n 2 ) space complexity, we are not able to conduct large-scale experiments. If a dataset has more than n = 10, 000 data samples, we randomly select 10, 000 samples for training. We use three settings of λ: λ = 1 5 √ n , 1 √ n , or 5 √ n . Figures 1 and 2 are obtained using the RBF and Laplace kernels, respectively. In the plots, the red stars are the actual MSEs based on 100 repeats of the random feature mappings. The blue lines are our extrapolations starting from the first red star and applying the 1 s rule. Under different settings of λ, the extrapolations perfectly matches the actual MSEs, which verifies the 1 s rule in Theorem 1. Covtype, and Cadata, we use 10, 000 samples for training and 10, 000 for test. For Cpusmall, we use 5, 000 for training and 3, 192 for test. Figures 1 and 2 show that big λ leads to small MSE, which also corroborates our theories. The plots in the left columns correspond to λ = 5 √ n , and the MSEs in these plots are smaller Figure 4 : Plot of the ratio Bound MSE against n (using the RBF kernel.) We fix s = 100.
Evaluating the tightness of bound
We empirically evaluate the tightness of the bound by comparing the bound with the MSE E (f λ −f λ ) 2 . Theorem 1 establishes an upper bound for the MSE; 2 we define
where K ∈ R n×n is the kernel matrix (of the training data) and y ∈ R n contains the training targets. We randomly select a subset of n samples for training and another subset for test, and we repeat this process for 10 times. We fix s = 100 and vary n from 200 to 5, 000. We plot the ratio Bound MSE against n in Figure 3 (RBF kernel) and Figure 4 (Laplace kernel). Figures 3 and 4 show that our bound does not much overestimate the actual MSE, especially when λ ≥ 1 √ n .
Conclusions
We studied the generalization of random feature mapping (RFM) for kernel ridge regression (KRR). We showed that with the regularization parameter set as λ =Ω( 1 √ n ), the prediction made by RFM-KRR converges to KRR at a rate of 1 s where s is the number of random features. This generalization bound is near optimal, as our established lower bound almost matches the upper bound. Although stronger generalization bounds have been established by prior work, they made restrictive and uncheckable assumptions on the data and kernel functions. It is unclear whether the existing strong bounds are the nature of RFM or consequences of strong assumptions. The uniqueness of this work is that we make only a checkable assumption on the RFM and no assumption on the data and kernel.
